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Primary Reading: Literature: Key Ideas, Craft, Structure:  
Central Message and Key Details: 
 

Students: Central Message:  Key Details:  
 

Students: RIT 181-190:  

186 
Infers the main idea of a fictional short 
story (story not read aloud) 

189 
Infers the main idea of a short fictional 
story 

 

RIT 181-190: 

184 
Finds a step that comes before a given step in a process (five 
steps) 

184 Locates a detail in a literary passage 

189 
Locates the meaning of a word in a paragraph (literary passage; 
two to five sentences) 

 

 

Students: RIT 171-180: 

173 Infers the main idea of a given poem 

  

RIT 171-180: 

171 Infers a conclusion from a literary passage (two to five sentences) 

171 Locates a detail in a given literary text 

171 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (two to five sentences) 

172 Infers a detail from a literary passage (two to five sentences) 

172 Infers a detail in a given literary text 

172 Locates a detail about a character in a given literary text 

172 Locates a detail from a given description  

172 Locates a detail in a short informational passage 

173 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (two to five sentences) 

175 
Infers a detail from a literary passage (cause and effect; two to five 
sentences) 

175 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (two to five sentences) 

177 Identifies a detail in a literary passage 

178 Identifies a supporting detail from a literary passage 

180 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (five to ten sentences) 
 

 

Students:  RIT 161-170:  

164 Infers the main idea of a given poem 

168 
Infers the main idea of a literary passage 
(two to five sentences) 

168 Infers the topic of a friendly letter 

169 Infers the main idea of a given poem 
 

 RIT 161-170: 

161 
Infers the word that best completes a sentence (predictable text; 
two to five sentences) 

166 Identifies a detail that supports the main idea in a literary passage 

166 Locates a detail in descriptive sentences (two to five sentences) 

167 Locates a detail about a character in a given literary text 

168 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (two to five sentences) 

169 Infers the content of a book from a given title 

169 Locates a detail in descriptive sentences (two to five sentences) 

170 Locates a detail in descriptive sentences (two to five sentences) 

170 
Locates information in a short literary passage (two to five 
sentences) 

170 
Locates information in an informational passage (two to five 
sentences) 

 

 

Students: RIT 151-160:  
No Skills Listed 

RIT 151-160: 

158 Locates a detail about a character in a given literary text 
 

 

Students: RIT 141-150: 
 No Skills Listed 

RIT 141-150: 

141 Locates a detail in a short literary passage (two to five sentences) 

147 Infers the answer to a given riddle 
 

 

Students: RIT 131-140: 
No Skills Listed  

RIT 131-140: 

133 Infers a detail from a literary passage (two to five sentences) 
 

 


